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Hideout And Hideout-Return Phenomena
In The Primary Circuit Of Nuclear Power Plants
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Influence of Heat Flux on the Deposition of Corrosion Products on the Heat Transfer Surfaces
and on the Hideout (Hideout-return) Phenomena.

The intensity of corrosion products deposition on the heat transfer surfaces is heat flow density
depending(l), 2), 3). At the same time it is known that hideout and hideout-return phenomena are also strongly
influenced by heat load 4), (5), 6), 7), (8). More than 35 years ago Hoemig 4), was one of the first who
emphasized that the processes mentioned above are exclusively connected with the state of the boundary
between a solid phase (metal surface) and a fluid one.
It is clear that the boundary influenced by heat flow is not in a thermal equilibrium state (there exists a
temperature gradient!). Such kind of system states are object of study of non-equilibrium thermodynamics
(thermodynamics of irreversible processes). There are two distinct main states of non-equilibrium systems:

-STATE A: near the thermal equilibrium state;
-STATE B: far from the thermal equilibrium.

The fluid systems in state A are described correctly by stationary (linear) non-equilibrium
thermodynamics. Consequently, the Sorret-effect, the Thomson-effect or the electrophoretic effects are possible
to take part as mass-heat-transport mechanisms in the boundary in state A, because all these phenomena only
exist in non-equilibrium one-phase systems. For fluid systems in state it is necessary to use the approaches
of the Prigogine's 9) bifurcation (creations) theory, because in such system states non-equilibrium structures
arise, called dissipative structures (After Prigogine the fluid turbulence structures are kind of dissipative
structures). Dissipative structures are sustained by the flow of energy and as soon as that ceases the structures
decays. The existence of dissipative structures is connected with the adequate energy flow density and these
structures are stable at adequate heat flux.

We postulate that through the such kind of dissipative structures, colloidal corrosion products are
located in the boundary with practically stationary concentration as a dynamic layer of corrosion products
.,suspension". By transient conditions the dissipative structures exist no more and the conditions are favourable
for the formation of solid depositions on the heating surfaces. Actually it turned out in practice that there are
minor deposition in power stations with base load regime in comparison with those with transient regimes.
Therefore it may be concluded that the heat flux has no direct effect on crude deposition, but it acts through the
dissipative structures caused by itself.

The hideout effect means that the concentrations of definite species in the steam generator-or-reactor
water considerably decreases by units startups operation and by shutdown it increases again. Recently the
latter effect has been called hideout-return.

Hoemig 4) concluded that "the hideout was observed at the respective heat load". The conclusion of
Sawochka 6) goes in the same direction - "greater hideout effects are observed at higher units power or at
greater heat load".

Very often the hideout effect was explained by the increase in salt concentration of the aqueous phase
in the zones of velocity loss of the unit or by the formation of less soluble depositions on the units surfaces (5),
(1 0).

In nearly all investigations and interpretations of hideout and hideout-return-processes, an inadmissible
simplification was made. The water of the steam generating unit was considered to be a solution containing
ions, where there are no colloidal and more coarsely dispersed particles. However, by operating experience it
was proved that this assumption is unrealistic. The water of the steam generating units and that of the reactors
always includes colloidal and coarsely dispersed particles. The surface of these particles offers great
possibilities for adsorption and ion-exchange processes and chemical reactions with the ions and molecules
species solved in the water. According to these facts it may be presumed (1 1) that the particles of corrosion
products act like a collector for definite ions in the water of steam generators or reactor coolant. Such ions are
inserted in the double layer by which the colloidal particles are encircled or sorbed on the surface of more
coarse particles. In transport processes, particles and bound ions form an integrated whole. It also turned out
that this bound considerably depends on the pH-value, Eh-value and temperature and is reversible under



certain conditions. Proceeding from these ideas it can be postulated that by higher concentrations of corrosion
products in water, the hideout of salt ions is favoured 12). The statement of Sawochka 7) that "the sodium and
chloride hideout is smaller at well operated systems with minimal transport of products of corrosion particles in
the steam generating unit" directly substantiates this assumption. Proceeding from the role of the colloidal
particles acting as ion collectors and from the existing of dissipative structures it is presumed that the ions,
molecules and colloidal species in various forms are parts of the boundary dissipative structures formed on the
heat transfer areas. These structures are established or destroyed at definite heat flux and, as a consequence,
hideout or hideout-return occurs. As a consequence of our interpretation ( 3 of the hideout phenomena the
significant part of the colloidal corrosion products together with the collected ions species under steady
operational conditions of steam generators or reactors, are dynamically located through the boundary
dissipative structures near the heat transfer surfaces. By transient operational regimes definite quantity of these
corrosion products take part in the formation of the solid deposition on the heat transfer surfaces and on circuit
surfaces. Obviously the largest and the most intensive formation of the solid deposition on the heat transfer
surfaces must be realised during the startups transient period when no boundary dissipative structures exist. It
is clear that not all corrosion products "going out" from reactor-or-steam generator water will be included in the
typical hideout dissipative structures. It can be concluded that hideout of water species ions and colloidal
particles) is a complicated multistage process, with different mechanisms under different operational conditions
of steam generators or reactors.

Hideout and hideout-return in light water cooled reactors.

It is generally known that changes in performance during shutdown and start-up of light water reactors are
always accompanied by a fast considerable change in nuclide concentration in the reactor water. Normally,
nuclide concentrations in reactor water increase at shutdown while upon increase of performance the
concentrations decrease. It was not difficult do find a similarity or analogy to the hideout and hideout-return
effects in this phenomenon 14), (15), 16).

As base for this analogy we 14) have used the data of synchronous measurements of 58Co and Ni-
concentrations and of specific activities (Fig. ) and data of synchronous measurements of Co and Co
concentrations and of specific activities (Fig.2) during the shutdown of Philippsburg PWR. At Fig.3 is shown the
change of power (thermal) and chemical conditions during the same shutdown period of Philippsburg PWR.

As can be seen from these data, the increase in 5CO, 60CO , Ni and Co concentrations during shutdown
is effected in two stages:
- The first stage is an exclusive result of the units thermal capacity decrease;
- The second stage is a consequence mainly of the decrease in the reactors water temperature and pH-

value.
The first emission of the activated products into the reactor water can be regarded as the first phase of the
shutdown hideout-return process. As thermal capacity decrease, both the reactor water flow and the heat
flux also decrease. Under these circumstances the dissipative structures are destroyed and the first phase
of the hideout-return occurs.

The emission of the activated products into the reactor water during the second phase of hideout-return
process (second activity peak) must be regarded as a consequence of decomposition and dissolution of
deposits in the core and out-of-core surfaces when the temperature decreases and the chemical
environmental conditions (pH, Eh) in the coolant during shutdown change.

As additional confirmation of our hypothesis about the role of colloidal and more coarsely dispersed
particles by hideout and hideout-return phenomena are the also the results, observed by shutdown of the
BWR NPS-Leibstadt (Switzerland) 16). Fig.4 shows the increase of the particle concentration in reactor
water during shutdown (reduction of thermal capacity and decrease of reactor water temperature). The
particles emission in the coolant during shutdown begins drastically at thermal capacity reduction start and
shows a limited increasing at temperature decreasing up to 1600C.

According to our interpretation of the boundary mass-transfer process connected with dissipative
structures, it may be supposed that a significant part of dispersed corrosion products should not form fuel
cladding deposition to ensure sufficient residence time in core, necessary for their activation, since the
dissipative structures can also ensured this residence time during steady operation of reactors.

The transport and location of the main part of the ion species depends also on the existence of the
dissipative structures because the colloidal particles act as a collector of the ions dissolved in the water.

The fact that the hideout-return processes in both PWR and BWR take place into main phases by
different mechanisms allows the creation of new criteria for improving shutdown water chemistry(17).
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Fig.4 Increase of the particle concentration during shutdown (1 992) of BWR Leibstadt ( 6)
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Some General Remarks Instead of a Conclusion.

Our opinion to consider the changes in nuclide concentrations in the light water reactor coolant upon
start-up and shutdown as hideout, respectively hideout-return processes shows that it is necessary to
emphasize that too many questions are still open nowadays:
- The real role of the coolant particles whose size is within the colloidal range;
- The interaction of the electrical double layers surrounding both the colloidal particles and the wall in the

presence of the heat flux or in its absence);
- The role of the dissipative structures in the coolant wall boundary at a steady heat flux, and their influence

on the activation of corrosion products in the reactor core;
- The possibilities of influencing the electrical charges of the colloidal particles and the walls of the circuits

equipment by corresponding changes of the coolant water chemistry.
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